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CUSD sketches
blueprint for longterm site planning

S TAT E - B O U N D

BY BECCA GOREN
After years of school-wide renovations, Carmel Unified School District has launched its master
facilities planning process to create a cohesive vision for all architectural advances to follow as opposed to individual, isolated developments.
For years, Carmel High School has been embarking on multi-million-dollar, long-term projects
without a facilities master plan. In 2011, CHS built
a $10 million performing arts center. In 2013, it
was a multi-million science wing. In 2016, CHS
introduced its completed multi-use sports stadium.
Before and between these larger projects, some
teachers’ classrooms were updated with interactive
SMART boards or high-definition televisions.
Though each project was meant to achieve a
specific goal, without a cohesive plan the district
was unable to be planned to fit one, comprehensive
vision. That is the problem the district is trying to
solve now, CUSD superintendent Barbara Dill-Varga says.
“We have been taking time to talk about what
kinds of learning experiences we want for our students now and in the future, and it’s important to
begin that process by first talking about the district’s educational vision,” Dill Varga says.
In a collaboration between a community advisory council of 40 parents and community members and architect David Jakes, the district educational vision was put on paper with student, teacher
and administrative input.

“We have been taking time to
talk about what kinds of learning
experiences we want for our
students now and in the future, and
it’s important to begin that process
by first talking about the district’s
educational vision.”
- Barbara Dill-Varga
“I am helping the district identify the future
conditions for learning that the Carmel community
desires so that the architecture firm the district has
hired can develop a facilities master plan,” Jakes
describes. “My role is to provide the district and the
architecture firm with a clear picture of the future of
learning so decisions about facilities are grounded
by the expectations for learning within the district.”
Taking student-led, teacher-led and administrator-led tours of each campus Feb. 5-9, Jakes
heard from each group the aspects of campus that
encompass that group’s ideas of a well-run, cohesive campus and aspects that lack that same vision.
Following the tours, Jakes met with faculty members and students separately to establish a blueprint
encompassing practicality, sustainability and what
people want to see when they come to school or
work.
Carmel Middle School and CHS students gath-
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On the heels of another county title, the CHS mock trial team is headed back to the California
state tournament March 16-17 as defending champions...and looks every bit the part.
CAMPUS

Sexual harassment remains murky area,
often going unreported on campus
BY ATHENA FOSLER-BRAZIL
A crude comment gets thrown at a girl, a supposed
joke taken a little too far. Perhaps someone whistles as
she walks by or asks her repeatedly for naked photos.
Any one of these may sound familiar to you or, if not,
certainly to someone you know.
Sexual harassment is widespread globally and can
vary from something as simple as a crude joke to a catcall to physical assault, and it is present among teenagers and on high school campuses.
Carmel is no exception. According to the 201617 California Healthy Kids survey of Carmel Unified
School District, 31 percent of seventh graders and 19

percent of eleventh graders reported experiencing sexual comments or gestures directed at them.
While the definition of sexual harassment in the
Carmel High School Code of Conduct is “unwanted or
unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors,
or other verbal, visual, or physical conduct of a sexual
nature,” students’ perception of sexual harassment is
vague and varies greatly. What one girl might consider
harassment another might simply take as a joke. There
is no clear line or boundary that determines what will
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Local teens contribute to YWCA human
trafficking resource center in Salinas

BY JULIA SUDOL

Toward the end of 2017, teenagers across the Monterey Peninsula, including members of Carmel High
School’s This Club Saves Lives, spent two consecutive weekends at a run-down house in Salinas, painting
walls, organizing clothes and restoring the place as a
whole. After four full days of restoration, the building
was transformed into a human trafficking resource center.
“Human trafficking is modern-day slavery,” assistant district attorney Jeannine Pacioni says. “It involves
the use of force, fraud or coercion to obtain some type
of labor or commercial act.”

The Monterey County office of the Youth Women’s Christian Association propelled the opening of
this resource center. The YWCA has two confidentially
located safe houses in Monterey, one for victims of
domestic violence and one for victims of human trafficking, both serving as long-term homes for people in
need.
The resource center acts as a sort of market where
trafficking victims are provided utilities, toiletries and
even educational opportunities.

HUMAN TRAFFICKING CENTER
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BY NINA PATEL
More than 300
adults from the community came to watch
“The Mask You Live
In,” a film about the
pressures on men in
today’s society, when
the Carmel Library
Foundation partnered
with Carmel High
School to present the
film and a speakers’
panel Jan. 30 in the
Carmel High School courtesy of JENNIFER SIEBEL NEWSOM
performing arts cenFounder and executive director of The Ever Forward Club, Ashanti Branch, leads a
ter.
The film follows seminar with young boys about the pressures of growing up.
boys and young men
he has perfected it. And if he’s 12 and he’s still crying
as they struggle on the road to manhood while shed- in public, there’s a problem.”
ding light on various issues regarding the way boys are
Psychologist Michael Thompson explains that
being raised in today’s society, explaining the tendency drinking and drugs are often a way for boys to relax the
for boys to mask their emotions and not show any “un- tight “rules” which say they must be silent and strong.
masculine” emotions. According to psychologists and When boys gets drunk, they can hug their friends and
educators, the implications of this pattern lead to high- tell them how much they love them.
er rates of depressions, suicide and violent behavior. It
According to experts, 34 percent of boys start
was found that this carried even further into life, with drinking at the age of 13; the average boy also tries
major effects, including school shootings.
drugs at age 13.
The film’s writer, director and producer, Jennifer
Chief student service officer Casey O’Brien, the
Siebel Newsom, is a Stanford graduate and filmmaker. CUSD representative and main organizer of the event,
She launched The Representation Project, a nonprof- explains that he decided to screen the film at CHS beit organization that uses film and media for cultural cause he showed the film when he served as principal
transformation. She was also the executive producer at Aptos High, and the event was so well received that
of Emmy Award-Winning and Academy Award-Nom- they had over 800 people in attendance.
inated documentaries “The Invisible War” and “The
“The purpose was to effect change regarding how
Hunting Ground.”
we as a community define masculinity,” O’Brien ex“Be a man. Stop with the tears. Stop with the emo- plains. “We also showed this one because we have altions,” Joe Ehrmann, a coach and former NFL player, ready done a few presentations, specifically about isrecalls his father telling him as a child when he is inter- sues with girls and women, including the predecessor
viewed in the film. “That’s one of the most destructive of this film called ‘Miss-representation.’”
phrases in this culture, I believe,” Ehrmann says.
Alexandra Falloon, executive director of the CarAccording to the film, boys have a higher chance mel Public Foundation, also played a large role in the
than girls to flunk out of school and are four times organization of the event and explains that the Carmel
more likely to be expelled. Every day, three or more Public Library Foundation and CUSD created a partboys commit suicide, the third leading cause of death nership to create programs like this film to help the
among boys and also five times the suicide rate of girls. community stay well-informed, connected and knowl“By the time a boy is 5 years old, he’s pretty much edgeable about important topics.
taught that it is not okay to cry in public,” explains
“It is important to teach boys how to express
Tony Porter, educator and activist in the film. “He may themselves in a healthy way without having to constill do it, but the expectation that by the time he is ten, stantly edit their true feelings out of the equation,” she
says. “Our culture promotes a lot of posturing—we see
courtesy of JENNIFER SIEBEL NEWSOM
it in the media, we hear it in music.”
The film featured a panel of former Kansas City
Chiefs football player ML Carter, former Eagles football player Ron Johnson, family therapist Julianne
Leavy, Carmel Middle School principal Dan Morgan,
and Tularcitos Elementary School principal Ryan Peterson.
During the panel, Leavy shared a story of a small
boy who was riding his bike. When the boy fell, he
looked like he wanted to cry, but his father looked at
him and said, “Don’t you cry.” Leavy goes on to explain that this a huge pressure to carry, being unable to
cry as a small child.
Carter echoed a story about the time he was
5 years old and was encouraged to defend himself
through physical violence against bullies. Carter explains that his uncle thought he was teaching Carter
to defend himself, but the things his uncle instilled in
Carter stuck with him forever, teaching Carter to do
whatever is necessary to win. It is you or them, Carter
says he learned.
“We are making progress as a society, but there is
more work to be done,” O’Brien says. “Many adults
are products of an older generation, so we need to learn
and pass on better habits to our young people.”
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CHS office employees play musical chairs mid-year
BY RYAN YOUNG

If parents or former students come on the Carmel
High campus, they may need more than Google Maps
because the app will just keep recalculating.
After years of talk about renovation of the Carmel High School administrative office and the physical
relocation of multiple CHS office staff mid-year, it is
still unknown whether a full-scale renovation will take
place.
“Currently, the district is facilitating what they’re
calling a master facilities planning process,” principal Rick Lopez says. “So there’s a lot of conversation
about where we want to go as a district.”
Originally, a plan was announced to staff in 2016
that an all-new administration building was going to be
built over the summer, and even the principal packed

up his stuff before the start of summer, but the plan has
since been put off.
“There is going to be another number of months
or years before a lot of this comes to fruition,” Lopez
says.
For now, the administration is attempting to make
the most out of its space by moving employees around.
“The move of office folks has been an attempt to
maximize space,” Lopez says.
Among the many staff members whose offices
have been relocated were CHS athletic director Golden
Anderson, Carmel High tech support Julie Fausti, athletic director’s secretary Tammy Waldman and assistant principals’ secretary Lisa Jones.
“Our office situation wasn’t ideal,” Anderson says.
“It was like a tiny hallway, and there were two different
windows to go to. Lot of students had to process paper-

work at one of them, and it kind of backed up.”
What prompted the series of moves?
“There were other staff members that needed office space that were going to be moved,” Anderson
says, “so I think this just became the solution that kind
of solved a couple of the things at the same time.”
One problem solved by the recent move was the
lack of an office space for the school’s librarian. The
administration decided to move Fausti from her tech
support office in the library to an interior office in the
administrative building, freeing up space for librarian
Valarie Seita.
“I think it’s going to take a little bit of time before
all the students know exactly where to go, but we’ll get
there,” Fausti says.
Some students are still struggling to locate Fausti
in her new location.
“It took me five minutes to find her when I needed
a Chromebook charger,” junior Caue Marques says,
“just to find out they no longer give them out.”
If a student does have an issue with a Chromebook
or needs help with their tech, Fausti is currently situated inside the main office next to the nurse’s office.
In Fausti’s former office is Seita, CHS’ librarian,
now resides.
“I did ask if there was a space that could be an office for me just because it is sometimes difficult to get
more of the teaching side of my tasks done,” Seita says.
Seita also commented on the talk of renovation for
the administrative building: “I know that they had a
consultant out for facilities last week, so I know they’re
in the works of maybe putting together a master plan
for the district.”
Seita was not the only CHS employee to request a
change in venue. Lisa Jones, secretary to the assistant
principals, says, “I requested the move, as it would put
me closer to both assistant principals that I work with
daily.” Jones now is situated in the athletic director’s
former office.
While plans and timelines are still unknown for a
renovation of the administrative building, the school is
making do of the current office situation.

photo by QUINN SPOONER

Athletic secretary Tammy Waldman (far left) helps a student as attendance secretary Ann Berry (right)
works in the recently renovated office space.

Architecture plan

understand the way students interact
with each other and the way faculty
members approach education, all givCONT. FROM 1
ing him a clearer understanding of
what these campuses need.
ered in the CHS performing arts center
“It was nice to see our voices heard
Feb. 7 to brainstorm ideas with Jakes
by the administration about what we
and create classroom designs to match
want improved on our campus and what
their own learning styles while some
we think would benefit our education the
faculty members participated in a simimost,” sophomore Nina Franklin says
lar workshop throughout that week.
about the student workshop.
“Both groups looked at images of
The mission now is to take this data
spaces and associated that with learnand coalesce it into six “design driving,” Jakes says. “The teachers did viers.” These big picture ideas speak to
sioning activities about the current state
the vision that
of learning, the
the district is
future of learning
hoping to see
and the constraints
unfold on their
that would pre- “My role is to provide the district
campuses. Jakes
vent moving from and the architecture firm with
can then make
the current real- a clear picture of the future of
recommendaity to the future. learning so decisions about
tions about how
Students designed facilities are grounded by the
spaces can supoutdoor spaces for expectations for learning within
port this vision.
learning because the district.” - David Jakes
These recthat appears to be
ommendations
such an obvious
will be passed
need, and I wanton to the district’s architecture firm to ined the students’ raw ideas of what that
form their work across campuses, a plan
might look like.”
to be realized in the fall of the 2018-19
Along with the ability to hear from
school calendar year, according to Dillthose that would be directly affected by
Varga.
architectural renovations on CUSD campuses, these workshops allowed Jakes to

photo by BECCA GOREN

Carmel High School student Filip Zacek and Carmel Middle School students
Maggie Short and Mikayla Shipnuck (left to right) collaborate with architect
David Jakes to create their ideal classroom as a glass dome.
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Monterey County animal companions abused at significant rate
BY JACK CORDELL
It is certainly not uncommon for
Monterey County residents to own pets.
In fact, if there is one local trend common throughout Monterey County, it is
the companion-friendly nature of the
area.
Yet while Carmel itself appears
to be loving of its animals, there is a
largely unseen faction of animals who
face lives of abuse from their Monterey
County owners. Last year, the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
for Monterey County rescued 1,253 animals from cases of neglect and abuse by
their owners. This statistic averages out
to be roughly three to four animals in the
county rescued from neglect and abuse
per day.
Andreia Castellanos, a humane officer with the SPCA for Monterey County,
shares that in certain cases the animals
are extremely injured, starving or even
deceased.
“A lot of the cases [the SPCA has]
usually turn out to be something education-based, where people don’t realize
that they are doing something wrong,
such as housing issues that need to be
fixed,” Castellanos explains. “But at
least once a month, there is an actual case
of cruelty which has led the animal to be

seriously harmed or even die…and
this is at minimum once per month.
There are sometimes more.”
Dog evaluation/behavior specialist Sandy Benzor of the Animal
Friends Rescue Project recalls a
recent case in which an owner left
various species of animal companions in a van in a parking lot for a
week.
“Somebody left an RV in a
Kmart parking lot in Salinas and
went on vacation,” Benzor illustrates. “Some worker must have
called in, reporting that there were
dogs barking in the RV, and it had
been parked there for a week. We
found two dogs in the main part
of the RV, two little dogs lying in
the bathroom, and a cage with two
chickens. One of the little dogs in
the bathroom had a damaged eye,
and the other eye he was able to
keep, but the dogs must have been
fighting in there for whatever resource, probably [water or food].”
Benzor explains that neglect is
the most common form of abuse,
although there are other kinds of
abuse the AFRP sees.
courtesy of SPCA FOR MONTEREY COUNTY.
Castellanos asserts that there
are many kinds of abuse present The SPCA for Monterey County rescued this neglected and emaciated mare after it was
in Monterey County, abandonment abandoned near Sill Road in Royal Oaks in early October.

Sexual harassment
CONT. FROM 1

make someone uncomfortable and what will not. This
makes the disciplinary action regarding sexual harassment more difficult.
“There are things that are a little more gray, and
I think it’s more about how that person perceives it,”
assistant principal Craig Tuana says about administration’s definition of sexual harassment.
According to Tuana, the most obvious offenses
that involve physical contact or repeated and unwanted sexual advances are fairly straightforward when it
comes to discipline—the offender usually gets a suspension and police involvement can vary based on the
severity of the offense. In terms of the murkier cases,
it all comes down to how the victim perceived the encounter and whether the victim felt safe.
CHS sophomore Scout Curry’s experience with
harassment began in middle school when many students first started going through puberty.
“It really affected me in middle school,” Curry
says. “It made me really self-conscious. I didn’t feel
comfortable going to school.”
While the harassment has lessened during her time
in high school, Curry says it is still an issue on campus.
“The harassment is a lot of gestures, people just
saying really disgusting things, either on social media
or to my face or behind my back,” Curry says about the
nature of the bullying, which began with peers making
gestures like they were touching her chest and escalating to classmates openly making comments about her
body and spreading rumors about her sexuality.
Senior Kylie Lawrence believes sexual harassment is an issue at CHS, explaining that her freshman
year of high school was her worst regarding unwanted
sexual attention.
“There were four guys in one class that made me
feel super uncomfortable by touching my butt and catcalling and stuff like that all the time,” Lawrence says.
Even with a definition outlined in the CHS code
of conduct, students have a variety of perceptions and
misconceptions for what they consider to be sexual harassment.
“Sexual harassment is not verbal,” sophomore
Thomas Fontenay says. “It’s physical, and it’s if the

man or woman does not want it.”
police.”
While some consider simply a look or a whistle to
The consequences of sending or distributing nude
be harassment, others say they draw the line at physi- photos in high school are especially high because it is
cal contact.
occurring between minors, and the district is required
“I don’t think stares are a big deal,” senior Katie to involve the police if they find out it is happening.
Benson says. “As long as they’re not grabbing me or
About a photo of her distributed her freshman
groping me, I don’t really care.”
year, Curry says, “At this point, I was having an anxiNot all girls feel the same way, making it diffi- ety attack and the police were involved. I was worried
cult to gauge what is okay to say and what is not. This that I was going to get arrested.”
is also why policing and punishing sexual harassment
One junior remembers hearing about a group chat
is so difficult. While students and site administrators that was created among students in her grade with the
agree that anything involving unwanted physical con- sole purpose of sending each other nude photographs
tact is a clear case of sexual harassment, Lawrence they had received from various girls. Even though this
didn’t report the incidents at the time, saying that she behavior is highly illegal, it is not uncommon.
didn’t see the point.
Students generally agree that the conversation
This is a common attitude, and many girls feel about sexual harassment needs to go further and that
that these small acts of unsolicited sexual attention the severity of these
issues needs to be emphaare so widespread that there
I don’t think they realize how sized.
is no point in reporting them.
“I don’t think they reuncomfortable and scared it alize how uncomfortable
In conversation with multiple
makes girls. They think it’s and scared it makes girls,”
female students, the majority
say they have felt objectified just guys messing around.”
Lawrence says of those
or harassed by other CHS stuwho sexually harass. “They
dents at some point, but only
think it’s just guys messing
one girl had thought to report anything. The others around.”
note, like Lawrence, that they didn’t see the point.
If students were more aware of what constitutes
“That doesn’t seem to be something that’s dis- sexual harassment and the impact it can have on girls,
cussed often,” CHS support counselor Lauren Capano many believe that the issues would lessen.
says of sexual harassment reporting. “That doesn’t
“The fact that [some students] laugh at rape jokes
mean it’s not happening. It just hasn’t been shared.”
and stuff proves that they don’t take it that seriously,”
Assistant principal Tuana agrees with Capano, junior Zeh Szestowicki says. “I think combating sexual
saying that the administration deals with roughly three harassment needs to be more of an initiative among
to four reported cases of sexual harassment each year, students. People who do know better need to speak up
but this does not mean that the experience is not more and try to tell people when they’re being disrespectwidespread.
ful.”
While the lack of extensive sexual harassment
On March 2, all CUSD staff attended a Title IX
cases going through administration may be a good sign training on noting signs of and reporting sexual harasson the surface, the implications of this are complex.
ment among students, and CHS students attended a
Social media adds a new platform for sexual ha- similar training Monday. The student training covered
rassment to occur. According to assistant principal everything from the definition of sexual harassment
Debbi Puente, this is the most common form of sexual and real-life examples to what to do if or when it ocharassment reported to administration. Online harass- curs, also addressing what “affirmative consent” is and
ment can be anything from unsolicited sexual messag- how to prevent sexual harassment on campuses.
es to repeated requests for nude photos.
“It is illegal, and if you receive a photo and pass
it on, it is called distribution of child pornography,”
Tuana says about the phenomenon commonly referred
to as “sending nudes.” “We would definitely call the
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and neglect being the most common forms for dogs.
She adds that while it is not as common as abandonment and neglect, hoarding is a seriously harmful issue,
not uncommon for dogs in this area.

“At least once a month, there is
a case of cruelty which has led the
animal to be seriously harmed or even
die, and this is at minimum once per
month. There are sometimes more.”
“There was [a case of hoarding] in Soledad where
there were 18 dogs in the house, and they weren’t Chihuahuas, either,” Castellanos says. “They were pit bulllab mixes, so it was a lot of large dogs.”
Horses, however, tend to be neglected by being underfed or overfed. As a result, not every horse is able to
be successfully rescued and readopted.
“Unfortunately, with the horses we get—because
they didn’t have the greatest start, or at least before we
got them, they weren’t being cared for when we got
them—not all of them can be ridden or they need some
training,” Castellanos explains. “If people don’t feed
horses correctly…their muscles become so distorted
that they won’t ever go back right, and so the horses
are always in pain. Those horses are unfortunately euthanized.”
Some damages these companions suffer are not

physical, but mental and emotional, as not all animals
are able to easily enter shelters or homes after abuse. In
these extreme cases, euthanasia is considered an option
for animals that simply cannot get over these psychological damages.
“A lot of these animals that we bring in are incredibly under-socialized,” Castellanos points out. “They
are so afraid of everything, and they are so aggressive
due to their fear of life in general. They are so psychologically damaged that there would be no way that we
would be able to fix and help this animal realize that we
aren’t there to hurt them and that we want them to feel
better and enter a new home. They’ve just been so psychologically damaged that they unfortunately would
stay in that constant state of fear for everything if we
kept them alive.”
The Humane Society of the United States claims
that 70.1 percent of abused animals are dogs, far and
away the most commonly reported animal. The Humane Society also states that cats and horses are the
second and third most common animals, respectively.
This statistic is mostly in line with Monterey County,
though Castellanos reports that dogs and horses are
most commonly abused locally with cats being far less
common.
Many rescued animals are able to be successfully
re-homed and cared for.
Kris Boudreau, the operations supervisor of the
Animal Friends Rescue Project, states that the AFRP
often sees dogs get adopted into loving homes.
“Thankfully, we get to see the end product of these
dogs,” Boudreau says. “When we come in, we help
with the rehabilitation and recovery of [the dogs]. We
can work with them and get them the medical help they

Human trafficking center
CONT. FROM 1

“The resource center is designed
so all our clients can come and receive
resources such as shampoo, conditioner,
towels, sheets and the like,” YWCA volunteer coordinator Jamie Miller says.
“Whatever they need, we try to supply.”
Last year, the YWCA held an intensive workshop about human trafficking
victims and how to find them, attended
by police officers, lawyers, doctors and
social workers attended. Carmel High
senior Coral Barrett, president of This
Club Saves Lives, had the opportunity to
attend the workshop as well.
“After learning about human trafficking, I wanted to do more than just
be aware of it,” Barrett says, “so I talked
to Jamie Miller and asked if there was
anything more we could do. That’s when
she told me that the YWCA had relocated their human trafficking safe house to
a bigger space and had a vacant home.”
Through her conversations with
Miller, the CHS senior brought together
teenagers from all around the county to
help restore the house. Although the site
was decrepit at first, through the work of
the students the house became a home.
“The place was dirty and disgusting
when I came in at first,” CHS junior Aminah Khalil says, “but it was fun to clean
the place up a bit by painting the walls.
I knew that people would really benefit
from having a place like this to go.”
The new resource center includes
two bedrooms, where victims can stay
temporarily before being transferred to
the safe house. It also has a kitchen, so
that victims can come and stalk up on
pantry foods, and an office, intended to
be a place where victims can work on
completing a résumé or studying for a
class. There also is a childcare room,
specially designed by artists from Carmel High School, Pacific Grove High
School and York School who painted

purple geometric
mountains as a
representation of
the Salinas Valley.
“We
have
drop-in
child
care,” Miller says. “So if somebody has
to go on an interview, go to counseling
or meet with a lawyer, they have somewhere to bring their child.”
In order to more accurately simulate
the outside world, the center implements
a currency based on positive actions and
behaviors.
“We have this point system set up,
so whenever a victim goes on an interview, completes a class or anything of
that sort, they earn points and can spend
them at the ‘clothing shop’ in the resource center so that they don’t feel like
they’re taking stuff, rather earning it,”
Barrett explains.
Now that the resource center is open
and materials are being supplied, the
next step to improving the facility is offering free classes to victims for stress
relief and to teach them skills.
“We’re trying to get people to come
teach at the house,” the high school philanthropist says. “They can use those
talents in their job. At this point, a lot of
them are so traumatized, so they can’t go
out and get real jobs right now. If they
learn crafts and are able to make things,
they can sell them on Etsy and make a
little money through that.”
Although human trafficking is
thought of as a problem in less developed areas, it’s common on and around
the Monterey Peninsula. In the past seven years, almost 100 reports of human
trafficking in Monterey County have
been filed to the district attorney’s office,
and more than twice of all incidents go
unreported.
Contrary to popular belief, YWCA
coordinator Miller explains that Monterey County’s location in between
California’s largest cities serves as a
hotspot for human trafficking. Its large
agricultural industry attracts labor traf-
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need so that they can be adopted.”
Benzor adds that she often sees animals go from
unfavorable living conditions and poor owner treatment to beautiful homes with loving owners.
“Sometimes, we get some dogs who come from
horrible situations, and then they go live in Pebble
Beach or Carmel,” the behavior specialist recounts.
“It’s hard not to get jaded toward [abusive owners], but
I just remember that there are good people, and those
good people are the people that adopt these dogs or donate to help them.”
Castellanos says that horses do have a harder time
being rehomed because they are a larger commitment
than dogs are.
“To me, horses are like really big highly-strung
dogs,” the humane office says. “Sometimes re-homing
them can be very difficult because they are big animals
and it is a lot to take on.”
She also adds that these nervous horses and highly
energetic dogs are often the animals that take the longest to adopt out, but it is just a matter of finding the
right person who wants to make the commitment to be
patient with these companions.

The Humane Society of the
United States claims that 70.1 percent
of abused animals are dogs, far and
away the most commonly reported animal. The Humane Society also states
that cats and horses are the second
and third most common animals.

ficking and its luxurious events, such
as the AT&T Pro-Am and Concours
d’Elegance, attract sex trafficking.
“Human trafficking is often hidden
in plain sight,” Pacioni says.
Often times, human trafficking is
accompanied by a bevy of other problems. Experts note that many victims
are forced to take drugs, so police officers see them as drug addicts rather
than victims of a human trafficking ring,
concluding police investigation without
digging deeper into the problem. It’s up

to outsiders, such as police officers and
social workers, to recognize the human
trafficking around them and report it.
The human trafficking resource center is in its third month of operation and
is currently in full use, helping the lives
of many who’ve been trafficked in the
community.
If you see any evidence of human
trafficking, it can be reported to the National Human Trafficking Resource Center hotline at (888) 373-7888.
courtesy of CORAL BARRETT

Members of This Club Saves Lives from CHS paint the childcare room in the
YWCA human trafficking resource center.
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Experienced teacher expands body of work with anatomy course
BY MILES PREKOSKI
Mishele Smith, an experienced teacher in the science field, has taken over the Anatomy classroom at
CHS after departing from her position in Monterey.
Smith joins her husband, Dr. Curtis Smith, and son
at CHS, while becoming the high school’s only female
science teacher.
Before Smith’s transfer to the Carmel Unified
School District, she worked in Monterey, teaching seventh grade math at Walter Colton Middle School, and
prior to starting at CHS, she worked with sports medicine teacher Matt Borek, who taught Anatomy prior to
her arrival.
The job had been temporarily filled by a substitute
teacher given assignments from Smith. The three educators sat down and created lesson plans for the weeks
in between Borek’s switch and the arrival of Smith,
finding a healthy balance in their teaching styles and
Borek’s lesson plans from previous years.
“Unfortunately, they had a sub for about three
and a half weeks, so not a lot of the grading was done,
the room wasn’t decorated, and expectations weren’t
there,” Smith says, “So it’s difficult coming in, just establishing myself as a veteran teacher and setting new
expectations for the classroom.”
Smith began her career 20 years ago and has received the Washington State Teacher of the Year award
and National Teacher of the Year award among Insight
Schools.

“I just got out of high school, and I was really passionate about science and liked working with students,”
Smith says.
This second semester brings a more clinical approach to the field of anatomy, with many field trips
and guest speakers to come, according to Smith.
In addition to her teaching in the classroom, the
highly praised mentor and educator has also enjoyed
living on three different continents, as well as in England, Germany and Costa Rica. Smith has taught science in each.
“If you look at just international schools compared
to here, there’s different expectations, different systems…so I love living in different locations, and learning the different cultures.”
Marcus Lo, a student highly involved in the sciences at Carmel High, is taking Smith’s class and thoroughly enjoys the subject.
“She’s trying to clear things up,” Lo says. “I think
she’s a really good teacher.”
The year has been interesting for Smith, as she is
just now picking up the course partway through the semester.
“I had to be released from my contract [at Monterey] to start teaching here,” Smith says. “They worked
with me. They were very gracious. They did not have
to let me go since there is a teacher shortage right now
in Monterey, but they realized that it was very important for me to be able to teach with my husband and
also with my son, so that we’re all in the same school

district.”
Smith adds, “I’m going to learn so much this year
as far as creating assignments and just getting into the
topic even further than I’ve taught recently.”

photo by QUINN SPOONER

Mishele Newkirk Smith took over her position in the
anatomy classroom at the beginning of the second semester and is currently two months into her
teaching at Carmel High.

STUDENTS

Muslim student’s experiences unique among her peers
BY TAYLOR DESMOND

Strips of fabric on the ground direct
the followers of Islam toward Mecca so
that they may perform their rakats along
them. For Aminah Khalil, these guidelines are present throughout her life,
during many a morning prayer and class
at her mosque. She travels there every
Saturday and Sunday, and even attends
a sermon on the Fridays when she is free
after school.
Green carpets are decorated with
intricate tan stripes that Muslims line
up along when they stand in salah, now
ready to perform the first of five prayers
for the day. The Sūrat al-Fātiḥah is an
essential part of salat, and is hummed
throughout the small, but convenient
mosque.
But when she’s on the CHS campus,
Aminah Khalil is the only student wearing a hijab.
The complex language of Arabic
is something Khalil has had to work
on through 10 years of practice, as it is
something she routinely speaks at home

and at the Arabic and religion classes she
takes every Saturday at the mosque.
“Most of the decisions I make are
influenced by my religion in one way or
another,” says Khalil. “Religion plays a
huge role on my actions, how I look and
my perspective on life.”
As one of the few Muslim students
who attend CHS, Aminah’s religion and
lifestyle are something that the majority
of students often overlook. Khalil juggles her academic classes with lacrosse,
field hockey, sports medicine and the religious factors in her life. She often finds
that her free seventh period is the only
time she is able to relax.
Along with attending sermons on
weekends and taking classes to better
comprehend her native Arabic, Khalil
is an active participant in the one major
holiday that all Muslims share: Eid.
“On this day, everyone dresses up
and goes to the Eid prayer. Children receive gifts and money, and we all have
really good food,” says Khalil. “Eid is
celebrated twice a year; once after Ramadan, the month of fasting from sunup

courtesy of AMINAH KHALIL

While not obligatory for her religion, Aminah Khalil wears a hijab during all
aspects of her life, including her time on the playing field.

courtesy of AMINAH KHALIL

Aminah Khalil, center, among friends on the evening of the CHS Homecoming
dance at Pebble Beach.
to sundown, and once after a hajj, where ning sprints,” says Khalil.
we remember those in conflicts and
But the Muslim teenager’s hijab
those who have lost their lives.”
isn’t a boundary for expressing herself
The junior does not perform Salah, and her clothing choices. Aminah has ather obligatory five daily prayers, during tended Homecoming and Winter Ball in
school hours, and therefore makes it a a group of her closest friends every year
point to do her afternoon prayer once she to be an active member of the student
gets home from school as she is allowed body, something that has always been
to push it back because she is too busy important to her.
during the school day.
She also worked in leadership classAt home, her three older and three es as soon as she moved into the school
younger siblings follow a westernized district in middle school, and continues
lifestyle and have an Arab mom who, her devotion in high school by involving
according to Khalil, fits the cliché of herself with the club “This Club Saves
making sure everyone is happy and fed Lives.”
whenever a guest is in their presence.
Aminah Khalil isn’t hesitant about
The student’s struggles consist not pushing for a better world, always
only of rushing up from the junior park- adorning an iconic smile on her face as
ing lot as the school bell rings and sleep- she walks through the halls of Carmel
ing past her alarm, but receiving stares High School.
from peers at CHS. However, she notes
that she doesn’t mind it so much anymore.
“It is obviously extremely hot to
wear a hijab and play sports, especially
in field hockey season when you’re run-
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Longtime robotics mentor Paul McFarlin set to retire
BY IAN GEERTSEN

In 2005, Paul McFarlin and seven Carmel students
created CHS’ first robotics team. Now, more than a decade later, Carmel’s robotics program has grown into
an institution that will surely reflect McFarlin’s legacy
after he retires at the end of this school year.
Carmel’s robotics team now has over 50 members,
including a large number of underclassmen, implying
that their numbers will only grow as the years advance.
Before moving to Carmel to start the Robo Rockin
Bots, aka Team 2035, McFarlin gained experience in
robotics at his former school, located in Los Angeles.
“We started Team 599 in 2001,” McFarlin says. “I
started with a physics teacher. It was his idea, I didn’t
want to do it, but my daughters were at the school, and
he talked them into joining, so of course I had to help.”
Teams like McFarlin’s 599 and 2035—named
such because they were the 599th and 2035th teams
started, respectively—all compete in the international
FIRST Robotics Competition, also known as the FRC,
a contest that Carmel has excelled in.
Although McFarlin is undoubtedly an expert in
all things robotics, what makes the team great is their
student-led nature; the automotive/engineering/industrial arts teacher is able to take a step back and let the
students learn for themselves while simultaneously
giving advice and answering any questions asked of
him. This gives the team members a rare opportunity
to use the most intricate machines the shop has to offer, such as the computer numerical control machine, a
programmed tool used to make extremely precise cuts.
Team members also use dangerous machines like
the band saw, a blade made from a continuous band of
spinning metal teeth, without supervision. One can only
imagine the horror stories McFarlin has accrued over
the years, being surrounded by inexperienced teenagers and deadly pieces of machinery; unless you’ve ever
had him as a teacher, that is, in which case he’s made
sure to tell you every gruesome detail.
This freedom that McFarlin gives his team not
only increases their efficiency, but also encourages
great learning experiences for every single member of
the Rockin Bots, from the coders to the welders. The
educator has taught industrial arts, engineering, stagecraft and automotives for 39 years, and built 16 robots
during his time spent between two schools.
This year will mark the end of his long teaching
career, from which he will undoubtedly be missed.

photo by QUINN SPOONER

Senior robotics captain Jess Small, sophomore Vinni Jacobs, assistant Rory Buchenroth and veteran coach
Paul McFarlin draw up plans for their robot.

“He literally spends hundreds of hours each year
on robotics,” explains senior Jess Small, a three-year
member and team captain. “No words could describe
how thankful all his students have been for him and
how thankful our school is for him.”
Paul McFarlin has taken it upon himself to not
only help Carmel’s robotics program, but also the programs of schools across the peninsula. He has reached
out to eight other high schools in the area to help them
start robotics programs of their own.
“Paul’s willingness to help all the teams in the area
have enabled FIRST robotics to grow significantly,”
says Roby Hyde, Pacific Grove High’s robotics coach.
“I still rely on Paul’s experience and facilities.”
McFarlin has lent a hand in starting teams from
Seaside, Monterey, Pacific Grove, York, Santa Catalina, Stevenson and San Benito. In some way or another,
the mentor has helped create nine of the Monterey Peninsula’s ten teams, and thanks to people like him, the
FRC now has over 7,000 teams world-wide.
“McFarlin is a kind of his own: There is no other
McFarlin,” Small says. “Without him, there would be
no robotics on the Monterey Peninsula.”
As the coach of Team 2035, he spends countless
hours working on the robot every
year, although he is not the only
one to put tremendous time and
effort into the robotics program.
Small had to give up her
spots on the varsity soccer and
softball teams in order to fully
commit to robotics. She also had
to greatly diminish her working
hours, moving down from two or
three shifts a week to just one. As
team captain, she goes to the robotics team’s Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday build sessions in
their entirety, adding up to seventeen hours spent working on
the robot each and every week.
Many other team members also
put tremendous effort into Carphoto by QUINN SPOONER mel’s robot, though.
“McFarlin taught me that
Jacobs and McFarlin work on the robot’s intricate wiring.

even if something seems difficult or outside your skill
set, you can still succeed if you try,” says senior builder
Jenni Redfield, another three-year member. “He focuses on inspiring and recruiting students to show them
that they are capable of so much more than they give
themselves credit for.”
Last year’s team captain, Andy Lambert, has nothing but praise for her old coach, teacher and mentor.
“Overall, he is one of the most generous people
I’ve ever met, and I would not have learned all that I
did in high school without his dedication to his work
and advice, both personal and career-oriented,” Lambert says. “If you ask anyone involved in robotics, they
would agree how much he means to the team. He will
be deeply missed.”
In 2017, Lambert submitted a piece about McFarlin to the Woodie Flowers Award, a competition within
FRC that highlights one outstanding mentor per competition. While he did not take home this prestigious
prize, the thoughtful and eloquent message McFarlin’s
students made for him certainly shows a lot about his
drive and his character.
“With his tremendous work ethic and kind heart,
he has inspired thousands of students to persevere and
keep building,” Lambert wrote. “Mr. McFarlin’s openness with students creates trust within the team, and…
his friendly personality and humorous quirks let him
connect with each student on a personal level.”
This year, more students have risen to the epic
challenge the WFA presents, determined to give the
coach they love the recognition he deserves.
“The humble mentor has dedicated his life to igniting a spark for engineering and robotics in countless students,” McFarlin’s students say in their heartfelt tribute to their coach. “He has touched the lives
of thousands of people across California and the Monterey Peninsula.”
For this year’s robotics contest, robots must put
milk-carton-sized boxes onto scales, some of which are
low to the ground and some high up. The robots must
be able to drive autonomously for some portions of the
contest, although for most of the competition they are
controlled by a human driver.
Team 2035 will compete in Sacramento on March
21 and Silicon Valley on March 28.
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Carmel senior carries on Suess family’s military legacy

Upon acceptance to Air Force Academy, Nathan Suess joins fourth generation to serve
watch it once, then you are expected to
perform the skill and even teach it,” she
says. “Serving in the military helps a
person realize that her potential stretches beyond the limits that she presets for
herself.”
By the time Nathan was in his junior
year and researching schools, he had
narrowed down his choices to USAFA
and USNA, and eventually settled on
Air Force as his first choice. Several factors influenced Nathan’s decision to aim
for the Air Force instead of Navy. The
opportunity to study civil engineering,
offered at USAFA but not USNA, was
one of them.
Location of each academy was another.
“I like mountains,” he says, laughing. “Colorado has mountains. Maryland
does not.”
He cites the Air Force’s focus on
keeping families of their officers together as another major contributing factor.
“Some branches may not even try to

BY SOPHIA BURAGLIO

Following in the footsteps of his immediate and extended family, including
both parents, an older brother, two uncles, a grandfather and two great-grandfathers, who combined have served in
Europe, Korea, Vietnam and the Middle
East, CHS senior Nathan Suess is planning for a future serving in the U.S.
Armed Forces.
The senior was recently accepted to
the U.S. Air Force Academy, where he
will receive a four-year education and
graduate as a second lieutenant in the Air
Force. This marks a departure from his
parents’ and brother’s paths of service in
the Navy.
“Military academies have been my
dream for a very long time, probably
since elementary school, because my
dad always told me cool stories about
his escapades and adventures at the Naval Academy,” Nathan says.
courtesy of MATT SUESS
In terms of a general aspiration to
join the Armed Forces, Nathan describes
the economic benefits of attending a The Suess family in Guam for Matt Suess’ 2010 retirement ceremony.
“My family goes back in
military academy as well: Tuition is paid
for by the government, and employment highly prizes the values instilled by his other countries do some things
the military at least four
is guaranteed after graduation. He notes, military experiences. He was assigned differently than us, and somegenerations.
It’s
kind
however, that the free education provid- during his service to units in Italy, San times their ways are better,” he
of tradition, which puts
ed at military academies comes with a Diego, Virginia, Monterey and Guam. says. “Conversely, I’ve also
pressure on me to fulfill that
commitment to active duty service and During this time, he was deployed to seen how bad a mismanaged
tradition.”
the possibility of giving his life for his Kenya, South Korea and Bahrain, and country can be, and it gives me
country.
says he gained a broader world view a renewed appreciation of how
Nathan
and stronger great America is and how much
Suess feels that
keep the families of officers together,”
l e a d e r s h i p we owe to those who came before us.”
“Military academies have been
his family and
skills as a
Dana Suess also comments on the Nathan says. “Others may go just slightmy
dream
for
a
very
long
time,
their military
result of his growth and learning experiences that ly out of their way. Air Force is excepprobably since elementary
history played
service.
came with her military service, specifi- tional in that regard.”
school, because my dad always
a
significant
Connor made the decision to attend
“Amer- cally a strengthened team mentality and
role in helping
a
military
academy not only for the envitold me cool stories about his
ica doesn’t development of a wide variety of nurshim find his
ronment of discipline and integrity they
have a mo- ing skills.
escapades and adventures at
path. His parnopoly on
“The unofficial Navy motto is ‘See foster, but for the opportunity to serve
the Naval Academy.”
ents, Matt and
good ideas— one, do one, teach one,’ meaning you and give back to his country.
Dana Suess, are
“We train every day, morally, mena retired Naval
tally and physically to ultimately fulfill
commander and a lieutenant in the Navy
the oath we took,” he says, “to defend
Nurse Corps reserves, respectively.
the values, principles and people of our
“My family goes back in the miligreat nation.”
tary at least four generations,” Nathan
Dana is well aware of the weight carsays. “So it’s kind of tradition, which
ried by the naval oath of office: “When
puts pressure on me to fulfill that tradiI was sworn in as an officer, and with
tion.”
each rank promotion, I raised my right
Nathan’s older brother, Connor,
hand and struggled through the emotion
currently a Midshipman 4th Class at the
toward our great nation as I recited the
United States Naval Academy, asserts
section ‘I will support and defend the
that although growing up in a military
Constitution of the United States against
family helped him appreciate his famiall enemies, foreign and domestic….’”
ly’s chosen paths, he never felt obligated
Nathan Suess acknowledges that he
to follow them.
is apprehensive about the rigorous envi“I have grown up admiring the inronment fostered by military academies,
tegrity, honor and self-discipline disthe level of discipline required of cadets
played by these role models of mine,”
and the possibility of having to drop out
Connor says. “I never felt pressured in
or leave the academy. Despite this, he is
any way from my family—they were enconfident that the choice he made is the
tirely supportive of whatever decision I
right one.
made, and I applied to and seriously con“I think a lot about decisions before
sidered a number of civilian colleges.”
making them,” he says. “I’m pretty sure
Like Connor and Nathan, Matt Suess
that this is the best path for me.”

“We train every day morally,
mentally and physically to
ultimately fulfill the oath we
took, to defend the values,
principles and people of
our great nation.”

courtesy of MATT SUESS

Matt and Dana Suess administer the oath of office to Connor Suess, a former
Carmel Sandpiper staff writer, on his first day in the Navy.
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Local philanthropist contributes for mental health
BY PETER ELLISON

In late January, Roberta “Bertie” Bialek Elliott
made a generous contribution of $105.8 million to
build a youth mental health center in Monterey, marking only one example of Elliot’s generosity to both the
community and CUSD over the years.
“I wanted to make a significant gift to the community here, which I love and I wanted to do something
that would benefit the community at large, and [the]
community hospital benefits almost everyone,” Elliot
said in a video released by Montage Health.
The $105.8 million will go to Montage Health,
the parent company of the Community Hospital of the
Monterey Peninsula, and be used to construct the Oha-

na center, an inpatient facility focused on adolescent
mental health. Part of the money will go towards an endowment to help propel the Ohana project indefinitely.
“Our goal is to use Bertie Bialek Elliott’s gift to
develop a program that can be emulated by others
throughout the nation,” Montage Health CEO Steve
Packer said in a press release. “We consider this an investment in the future of countless children and families, and we are committed to being the best stewards
possible.”
The philanthropist has long been involved with the
Community Hospital, serving on the board of trustees
from 1997 to 2003 and helping build CHOMP’s Comprehensive Cancer Center.
Elliot’s contributions have also had a unique im-

courtesy of MONTAGE HEALTH

Bertie Bialek Elliot continues her generosity to the community by working with Montage Health to create a
mental health center in the Monterey Bay.

pact on CUSD. The most visible was born from collaboration between Elliot and Craig Hohenberger, a
now-retired eighth grade science teacher, who worked
together to make the CMS habitat a reality.
“Hohenberger wanted to do a working, hands-on
science curriculum out there in the habitat,” says Karl
Pallastrini, former Carmel Middle School and CHS
principal and a current CUSD board member. “We
went to Bertie Bialek and told her about what we were
doing. She was a big believer in education and kids. So
we said, ‘Can you help us with a funding gift?’ And she
said she could and gave us a million dollars.”
Elliot prefers not to take credit for her donations,
often donating anonymously, according to Pallastrini.
However in 2003, the habitat was named the Hilton
Bialek Habitat in honor of Elliott’s late husband and
longtime school board member Dr. Hilton Bialek, who
died in 2002.
The habitat has enabled a unique learning experience for students at CMS, centered on lessons about
the environment and sustainable practices. English and
foreign language classes use the LEED-certified green
kitchen throughout the year to make traditional dishes
and science classes from all grades use the space to
both learn about and observe the natural world.
Elliot’s contributions haven’t been limited to CMS
alone, with contributions toward the Carmel High performing arts center and the athletic stadium. In addition to monetary contributions in the community, Elliot
has also given much time working for local organizations such as the Community Foundation for Monterey
County and the Monterey Bay Aquarium, among others.
Elliot is sister to Warren Buffett, investor and CEO
of Berkshire Hathaway. Both have made immense
philanthropic contributions, with Buffet pledging 99
percent of his fortune to charity.

COMMUNITY

Benefit shop reaches milestone of $6 million for good works
BY PASCALE MONTGOMERY
It is a beautiful Monday afternoon
and the breeze gently rustles the trees
outside the Yellow Brick Road Benefit
Shop. A donor is greeted by a volunteer
as she sets down her boxes of gently
used clothes and jewelry to be sorted and
placed in the store.
Located in the Barnyard Shopping
Center, Yellow Brick Road has been giving back to the community for more than
30 years. By selling donated items, the
organization has reached a milestone in
officially raising $6 million in the form
of grants and scholarships since its establishment in 1988.
This year alone, the Yellow Brick
Road Benefit Shop has already donated
over $53,000 to various organizations
across the county, including Carmel
High School.
“We have given to Carmel High
School’s music program, robotics team,
various sports teams, Sober Graduation
and various CHS scholarships,” Yellow
Brick Road volunteer Sue Clayton says.
The organization was able to award
college scholarships to 2017 Carmel
High graduates Andy Lambert, who is
currently attending the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and Malari Allard, who is attending Northeastern University, to name a pair.
The benefit shop consists of three
storefronts: one for clothes and household items, one for books and one for
furniture. According to Clayton, the shop

is able to give more back to the community by having more stores because they
are able to receive more donations.
“It’s truly encouraging to see the
caliber of students growing and maturing among us,” says Betsy Conron, the
director of scholarship applications for
the benefit shop. “Yellow Brick Road
scholarships are reserved not just for

Carlos Diaz, Monterey Peninsula Unified School District’s homeless
youth liaison, takes care of 865 students,
many of whom live in hotels, shelters, or
cars, or under bridges. These students
still attend school, but often lack basic
necessities and find it difficult to be able
to make it to school.
“His primary responsibility is to

photo by PASCALE MONTGOMERY

Located in the Barnyard Shopping Center, the Yellow Brick Road store front
welcomes visitors with an inviting display.
those students who do their best in the make sure that these kids are able to go
classroom, but in the community as to school,” says Teuta Yengst, executive
well.”
director of Yellow Brick Road. “The
Not only does the Yellow Brick Yellow Brick Road puts aside clothes
Road give back to CHS, but it is also that are unsellable to help him with anyextensively involved in helping students thing he needs to help the children. We
and the homeless from all around Mon- have many outreach programs that we
terey County.
collaborate with across the county.”

People from as far as Prunedale
drive to the Yellow Brick Road to make
their donations, and the benefit shop
is fortunate to have more than 80 volunteers ranging from ages of 30 to 90,
according to Yengst. Every week, a representative from Martin Luther King Junior School in Seaside drives to the shop
to pick up gently used books.
“I have never worked in an organization like this before,” says Yengst,
who has worked for various nonprofits
in the past. “This is much more than a
thrift store.”
With the help of generous donors
and volunteers, the Yellow Brick Road is
able to help hundreds across the county
who are in need.
“We appreciate all the donations
and all the volunteers so much,” adds
Mar Seidel, board president for the organization.
The Yellow Brick Road moniker
was inspired by the “Wizard of Oz” because whatever is desired can be found,
whether that is precious porcelain or
books for a growing school library,
Clayton says.
If you are a student interested in
applying to the Yellow Brick Road College Scholarship, applications are currently being taken. The deadline is April
9, and students can find more information about the scholarship on the Yellow Brick Road Benefit Shop website or
email Betsy Conron at betsylewisconron@gmail.com.
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Varied paths to athletic scholarships unpredictable and full of pitfalls
BY ALEX POLETTI

On a late January morning, senior varsity letterman Katie Godon sat surrounded by her teammates, signing an agreement to play
basketball for the next four years of her life at Southern Vermont
College.
The Holy Grail for high school athletes looking to continue
their athletic careers is a college commitment and scholarship. In
order to achieve these goals, many Carmel students put in countless
hours over the span of their high school careers. For some, the hard
work pays off: 2016 CHS graduate Patrick Hungate was recently
offered a full scholarship to play Division II football at Mercyhurst
University in Pennsylvania after playing for two years with the Lobos at Monterey Peninsula College.
“It was a lot of work during the recruitment process,” Hungate
says. “I spent hours watching game film to put together highlights
and hours writing letters to coaches. After the coaches started contacting me, it became a little more chaotic than I thought it would
be.”
For every success story like Hungate’s, others find the road to
the green pastures of collegiate sports far more complicated than
they had expected. While the process appears as simple as signing
on the dotted line, numerous logistical problems can arise.
In November, CHS senior Dalton Quilty committed to play
on the offensive line for the University of Puget Sound. Initially
relying on a scholarship to make college more affordable, the fouryear varsity football player did not get what he expected out of his
commitment.
“You can definitely tell it’s a sales pitch,” Quilty says of the
college recruitment process. “There’s always a financial aspect to
everything you do in life. To be honest, I thought I’d probably get a
little more, a couple thousand dollars or so.”
Despite differing results, the one constant for all of the studentathletes is work ethic.
“During my sophomore and junior year, every Saturday and
Sunday I would wake up at 5:30 a.m. and drive to San Jose to make
it for a 7:30 a.m. practice,” Godon says. “In July, my team would
travel to Oregon for a four-day tournament and right after we would
travel to Chicago for a five-day tournament.”
Sometimes, players find that the means of the hard work is
not necessarily worth the ends of playing college sports. Take, for
example, softball player Anna Buzan, a career .370 hitter for the
Padres with a verbal commit to the Academy of Art University in

San Francisco.
“The school is really awesome, and it’s all art there,” Buzan
says. “That’s what I want to study so it was a perfect fit. However,
after playing softball for twelve years and playing competitively
for eight I got burned out.”
For those who do decide to play in college, the concept of

offered a path to play professionally after transferring from a community college to a larger university. The right-handed pitcher was
signed by the Pittsburgh Pirates in 2011 after playing his junior and
senior years at Virginia Tech.
According to Parsons, there is a stark contrast between the recruiting process for recent high school graduates and those with a

Senior Katie Godon (center) is joined by her parents as she officially signs with Southern Vermont College.
playing professionally looms large.
“If the opportunity presents itself, I will definitely try to play
football as long as possible,” Hungate says, “but the main focus is
getting a good education and playing for my university.”
Another Carmel High alum, 2006 graduate Joe Parsons was

two-year degree.
“Getting recruited from high school is often a drawn-out process that takes months,” the former Gulf Coast Pirates pitcher
notes. “Getting recruited from a junior college happens quickly.
The whole thing was a whirlwind. If I remember correctly, I went

from zero to five or six scholarship offers in a couple weeks.”
In contrast to high school players, who are scouted as four-year
options, Parsons believes junior college recruits are short-term solutions to coaches’ problems.
“Junior college baseball players are almost like Band-Aids,”
Parsons explains. “They’re typically brought in to fix a deficiency
the coaches realize they’ll have for the next season.”
While some players like Parsons play professionally after college, they are in the extreme minority. For student-athletes, the former part of their title is just as important as the latter; athletics can
be used as a useful conduit to create an affordable college option.
“I received a merit scholarship,” Quilty explains. “You basically get extra money for playing football, but it’s a ‘wink wink
nudge nudge’ kind of scholarship.”
A football scholarship and the best possible education are not
mutually exclusive, according to Quilty.
“If I’m going to pay $30,000 to go to a school, I’m going to
make sure it gives me the most advantageous head start in life,”
the 6-foot-1 center says, “so it doesn’t necessarily follow playing
football. Getting the degree is the number one priority.”
Even though athletics can help a student earn an academic
degree, the intense time commitment and work load can actually
work against students, limiting their options.
“Because I attended three schools in four years, I was limited
on the majors I could take,” Parsons says. “I wound up majoring in
History, because it was one of just a few degrees with which I could
graduate on time.”
For Parsons, a humanities major was the most feasible; with
the time the pitcher had left off the field, a STEM major was too
time-consuming to be achievable.
“This illustrates a dark aspect of college athletics, by the way,”
the Virginia Tech graduate notes. “Even for a student-athlete who
spends four or even five years at a given school, there’s a good
chance he or she will be restricted on major choices.”
Regardless of where they end up, Carmel student-athletes who
choose to continue playing say they love their respective sports,
defining athletics as an experience that has shaped their lives and
taught them important life lessons.
“I learned the biggest lesson,” Buzan says. “That I have to put
my happiness before anything else.”

Two-time softball MTAL
champions try for three
BY QUINN SPOONER
Having won the Mission Trail Athletic League
for the past two years, the Carmel High softball team
is focused on winning the MTAL for the third year in
a row, according to team members.
“With 12 returners this year, I would expect our
offense and defense to be solid,” head coach Jim Pingree says.
The team made it to round two of the Central
Coast Section championships last year, amassing a
season record of 23-6.
“I’m totally expecting it,” senior shortstop Jocelyne Bruno says. “We’ve done it for the last couple
of years. If we just keep the same mindset and we
work just as hard, then I think we should be first.”
Due to changes in the MTAL brackets, the team
will have a challenging season, according to junior
pitcher Jessica Pavloff.
“We’re playing the harder teams more than
once,” the righty says. “I think that playing Pacific
Grove three times and playing Santa Catalina three
times is going to affect the road to getting MTALs,
but I think that we have a good shot.”
However, the increased difficulty of the schedule
could have a positive impact on the Padres. By playing stronger teams, Carmel will be more prepared for
league games and playoffs, according to Pavloff.
In 2017, the Padres beat Pacific Grove 5-2 and
7-1. This year, the Padres play Pacific Grove and the
Padres’ other main rival Santa Catalina three times

apiece. Carmel beat Santa Catalina both games last
year, winning 8-7 and 12-2.
“Compared to our league, we are one of the
strongest definitely,” says senior Rachael Carroll,
who won first team MTAL All League honors last
year. “But starting off, I don’t think we’re gonna be
as strong as we were last year.”
The team only lost three seniors, so most of the
team’s starting lineup consists of returning members.
Junior Kristin Cardinalli, with a .484 batting average
in 2017, is returning along with Bruno, who had a
.483 average. Many returning members won MTAL
selection awards last season, including Bruno, Carroll, Pavloff, Cardinalli, senior Anna Buzan and
sophomore Jaclyn Hyles.
The starting lineup is comprised of six returning
starters and three other returning players who were
not starters last year.
This year, the team also has assistant coach
Lindsay Schutzler to help the team. Schutzler played
Division-I softball at the University of Tennessee and
on the USA national team. She was a three-time allAmerican at UT and remains the all-time hit leader at
Tennessee.
“She knows what she wants to see from the
players,” Carroll says. “She won’t take any crap
from anyone. Also, she’s very organized and is very
knowledgeable about the sport.”
Pingree’s coaching style is not expected to deviate as a result of the changing brackets or the new
team.

Junior Jessica Pavloff delivers a fastball
to a Monterey player during the team’s
first home game of the preseason.

We never compare years.
The makeup is different
year to year, and we
compete as a team.
photo by QUINN SPOONER

“My coaching philosophy has always stayed the
same: Have fun and compete!” Pingree says. “As for
offense and defense, we never compare years. The
makeup is different year to year, and we compete as
a team.”
As a result of players leaving, some new positions have opened up. These positions are highly
sought after, creating competition, Carroll says.
“Everybody wants to play those positions so
people are competing really hard,” Carroll adds.
“Not a lot of people were competing last year.”
Some players might have trouble adapting to
their new roles, which may cause complications. For

instance, Bruno is playing shortstop this year, even
though she played catcher for the previous three
years.
Two of the seniors that left last year, Ashlyn Davis and Zoe Patterson, were two of the team’s best
hitters.
Going into the team’s Tuesday and Wednesday
games against Hollister and Notre Dame, the Padres
were 1-0. The Padres play next March 10 at the Live
Oak Tournament in Salinas, and their next home
game is Tuesday, March 13, against Salinas.

OPINION

Student-athletes better
have a backup plan
BY SCOTT MCMAHON

By the time Mike Palshaw was 8 years old, he
was taking lessons from a private pitching coach.
By the summer before his senior year of high
school, he was pitching on an AAU Junior Olympics baseball team, hurling at 85 mph and showcasing his talent for NCAA coaches and professional
scouts alike. But before his senior year began, Palshaw’s left arm began to give way.
Despite signing with the University of San Francisco on a full scholarship (part athletic, part academic), in the back of his mind, Palshaw
knew that baseball was not in his future long term. Two years later, the
straw broke the camel’s back and the current Carmel High English instructor began a different path in life. To this day, he cannot fully extend
his throwing arm.
According to Pro Sports Odds, fewer than 3 in every 50 high school
players go on to play college baseball, and of those 5.6 percent, fewer than
11 in 100 go on to play in the lowest levels of the pros. Of those, only 1 in
33 minor leaguers will make it to Major League Baseball. The calculated
chance of a high school baseball player playing in the MLB is 6,600 to 1.
0.015 percent.

Why do so many students dedicate so many
hours to a trade that, in the long run, will
likely have no monetary value?
The statistics vary by sport, but the underlying commonality doesn’t:
Earning a career by playing professional sports is incredibly hard and extremely unlikely, even if you are exceptional at your game.
If this is the case, then, from a purely rational and economic perspective, why do so many students dedicate so many hours to a trade that, in
the long run, will likely have no monetary value?
Well, there’s the obvious answer: They love it. It’s their lifelong passion, and they play for the innumerable benefits that athletics grant a human being—physique, mental clarity, enjoyment, etc. But if they’re playing solely on the hopes that one day they’ll make it big, it can be said that
their time would be better spent at a computer or with a pencil in hand.
Dylan Houpt, a CHS senior and pitching recruit by programs such as
Washington University in St. Louis and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
is currently in the thick of this situation.
“I have no plans of going pro at the moment,” Houpt says. “In college
sports, it’s about having fun, playing the game I love at the highest level
and having a group of guys to be a part of a brotherhood with.”
And, again, this is not to say that pursuing greatness in athletics
should be dismissed, especially for those passionate and willing to put
in hours upon hours of practice. CHS varsity boys’ basketball coach Kurt
Grahl is adamant in his support of student athletics, for the lessons sports
teach both on and off the court.
“The lessons you learn from physically pushing yourself, being part
of a team and learning how to bounce back from ‘failure’ and to persevere
can be one of the greatest ways to learn many of life’s important lessons in
a relatively safe environment,” Grahl says. “[Sports] gave me a fairly safe
place to fail and ‘get back up,’ a skill that I think everyone needs in life. I
actually feel like that is something our younger generation is deficient in.”
Grahl does, however, acknowledge the daunting statistics and agrees
that the vast majority of athletes will hit an impassable wall.
“If someone is participating in a sport with the sole goal of playing in
college or as a professional, then I think that is a different conversation,”
he continues. “I think those that are only in the sport for that reason may
end up not enjoying it much and could be in for a tough reality check.”
This reality check often comes in college, where balancing an academic curriculum with collegiate sports becomes an immensely difficult
task. While Grahl does not have first-hand experience with this situation,
former volleyball standout and current Visiting Nurse Association and
hospice nurse Sara McCarty does.
“Volleyball was tough, especially when there was a lot going on in
my classes,” says McCarty, who played volleyball at Georgia Southern.
“It took quite a bit of time to get used to the early morning workouts, then
practice, then classes. There was like no time off.”
In any case, a youth without sports is a deprived youth, and there is
no reason why kids shouldn’t put time and effort into playing the games
they love. There may be a reason for those on a path of hopefully making
their career in sports to take a step back and consider all of their options.
And if you are dead set on making it big, then by all means, continue...but do your homework. Get your degree. Hone the hundreds of
other skills God has given you, because if you do fall into the other 99.9
percent, you’d better have a backup plan.
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Investigation into central coast sewage spill continues

BY LUKE FRANKLIN

Approximately 3 million gallons of sewage water
leaked into central coast waters due to a series of failures from Monterey One Water’s plant on Jan. 19.
This was the agency’s only spill from the 29-year
history of the regional treatment plant, according to
Monterey One Water government affairs administrator Mike McCullough. A piece of equipment made to
clear debris experienced an electronic control malfunction, according to McCullough, leading to the dumping
millions of gallons of wastewater into the Monterey
Bay.
The alarm which should have cleared to the control
room failed to alert employees that Friday night. The
spill lasted for about nine hours until the next morning.
In a Feb. 12 board meeting, Paul Sciuto, general
manager for Monterey One Water, commented that after simulations were done, the volume of water leaked
from the plant was calculated to be 2.8 million gallons.
The first reported amount was 4.4 million, and Sciuto
still expects the number to drop as more data keeps
rolling in.
“More data coming back to the control room and
[more] boots on the ground, visually looking at different parts of the plant,” Sciuto said.
In that board meeting, Sciuto also said that the
agency added a backup system to alert the control center just in case the first system failed again. They additionally brought in ultrasonic level sensors to monitor
the levels of water and another camera for extra monitoring for employees.
The massive spill was a local record for a sewage
spill at 2.8 million gallons. The effect on marine life is
not yet certain; however, Monterey One Water has not
reported any recoveries or rescues of wildlife.
McCullough reflects on the possible federal charg-

es for this situation.
“We
aren’t
aware of any federal
charges for this incident,” McCullough
says. “The event
will be reviewed by
the Regional Water Quality Control
Board.”
Damages
to
wildlife were also
raised as a concern,
and an official investigation by National Oceanic and
Atmospheric
Association began on
Feb. 12. The search photo by PASCALE MONTGOMERY
was confirmed by
NOAA special agent Runoff at Carmel Beach following the January sewage spill.
ment reported safe levels of water quality for human
Don Tanner.
“[Monterey One Water] has contacted local ma- use Jan. 22.
According to NOAA water quality protection prorine conservation organizations to confirm the health
gram
director Bridget Hoover, data analysis and results
of marine life,” McCullough says. “No reports of sick
or injured animals were made in association to the un- will not come back until the middle of March.
“[NOAA] toured Monterey One Water’s facility
treated release.”
where
the discharge occurred and learned of all the adThe spill has had an effect on eight beaches along
ditional
steps they have taken to ensure it doesn’t hapthe central coast, closed off and reopened Jan. 22 due
pen again,” Hoover adds.
to unsafe levels of bacteria in the water.
The last major sewage spill in Monterey County
Beaches from Stillwater Cove to Marina State
was
in 2015 in Pacific Grove with 220,000 gallons
Beach that were temporarily closed included Carmel
Beach, Lover’s Point, Monterey Municipal Beach, leaking into Monterey Bay. Monterey Regional Water
Monterey State Beach, San Carlos Beach, Sunset Drive Pollution Control Agency was fined $300,000 for that
incident.
at Asilomar, Spanish Bay and Stillwater Cove.
Civilians were warned against visiting Jan. 19, and
the Monterey County Environmental Health Depart-
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Seniors, take note: Save your Google Drive files!
BY ASHA JOHNSTON

It’s nearly the end of the third quarter, and while many thoughts of graduation, summer and moving out bounce
around the minds of upperclassmen, one
thought that is not on students’ minds is
the need to contact the CUSD technology department in order to save their
information on their Google Drive, an
online folder where all work is stored
while students are enrolled at Carmel
High School.
Colin Matheson, the technology
professional development coordinator at
Carmel High School, explains that upon
graduation all senior Google Drive accounts become suspended for one year
then are deleted.
“During that year, [documents] can
be retrieved by contacting the CUSD
tech department,” Matheson says.
According to chief technology officer Paul Behan, at the end of the year
an email gets sent out to all graduating
seniors to warn them that their Google
Drive will be deleted and explain how to
save the information.
“If we were to keep the files for an
extended period of time, it would require
us to manage and back them up,” Behan
says. “Even though Google itself is free
to use, our backup/archive system is not.
Our thought is that students will want to
control and manage their own files once
they have left CHS.”
Sophia Supica, a senior at Carmel
High School, explains that she has many
writing assignments and job applications
on her Google Drive; she had been unaware that her work would be deleted

from her account.
“I would save my work depending on how complicated it was,” Supica
says. “If it took a lot of time, I probably

“What I have done was transfer the
materials I have wanted to save, like
my writings that I liked, and I have just
saved them to my Google Drive with my

photo by ASHA JOHNSTON

A Carmel High school student working on their Google Drive.
wouldn’t do it.”
Senior Olivia Meyers has dealt with
the deletion of her Google Drive account
ahead of time.

other email,” Myers says. “It takes a lot
of work, but I still do it if I want to keep
something.”
English teacher Hans Schmidt ar-

gues that a graduate’s Google Drive is
no longer the school’s responsibility
because they are no longer students at
CHS.
“It would seem that it would be
incumbent upon a senior to plan ahead
and not to expect their former school to
store their documents,” Schmidt says.
“It’s a simple transfer from the Google
that CUSD runs to their own personal
Google accounts.”
Historically, graduates still often
forget to transfer their information onto
their personal Google account.
“I didn’t save my Google Drive info
because I thought I would have access
to it after graduating,” says Jess Plink,
a graduate from the Class of 2016. “But
it turns out once they change the passwords you don’t have access without going through the tech department. It was
frustrating.”
2017 graduate Elise Cricchio says
she was not aware that her work would
be deleted and expresses annoyance at
losing her high school assignments.
“I had a whole host of personal and
academic documents that I had originally hoped to retain after graduation,” says
Austin Aldrich, a Carmel High School
graduate from the class of 2016. “So I
was rather grieved in the weeks that followed when I attempted to access my
Drive and found it gone.”
Ultimately, if seniors wish to save
their Google Drive information, they
will need to either contact the technology department or back up their documents on their own.
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For its seniors, Carmel-by-the-Sea considered ideal location to retire
BY KYLIE YEATMAN
Surrounded by a serene landscape,
a tight-knit community and a slew of
easily accessible corner shops, the aspects of Carmel that are often taken
for granted by its youngest residents
are ones that make it ideal for those
settling down—a point proven by the
town’s demographics.
Of the 3,722 citizens of Carmelby-the-Sea accounted for in the 2010
United States Census, 35.7 percent
represented the age demographic of 65
and above. By comparison, only 15.5
percent of Monterey residents were reported in the 65 and above age group,
along with only 10 percent of the county overall.
Sitting in her home, noting the
picturesque view of Carmel Beach and
the sunsets, longtime Carmel resident
Carrol Galanti reflects on what makes
Carmel the ideal place to settle.
“It’s a lovely village to walk
around in, and it’s a relaxed atmosphere,” Galanti says. “You can walk
around. Everything is in walking distance. It’s easy to be active.”
Making a note of the accessibility of the town, Galanti cites Carmel’s
beauty and friendliness as reasons why
it is an ideal place to settle. This beauty
makes it commonplace for older residents to take walks around town.
“I like being a part of a community
where I can walk to a good restaurant,
to the post office or to Bruno’s,” Carmel resident Judy Furlan reflects.
Furlan also considers the ways in
which Carmel residents can settle and
give back to their communities after
years of work.
“Carmel may be small, but it is
also sophisticated and full of interesting people who have led great lives,”

Furlan cites. “It is full of non-profit organizations where a retiree can rechannel their work energy and give back to
the community.”
Resident Donna Jett, who moved
into Carmel in 1996, believes that Carmel has a refreshing energy, making it
an ideal spot to retire.
“You have to create the style of
life that works best for you,” Jett says.
The Monterey Herald has reported
that Monterey County is the third best
among California’s retirement communities. The study, taken by a financial
company based in New York, cites access to medical care, tax burden and
social mobility among seniors.
This social mobility is something
noted by many employed in downtown Carmel, many of whom see their
customers daily, therefore establishing personal relationships with their
customers. Yet as Carmel-by-the-sea
has increasingly seen itself as a tourist destination, many of the town’s local conveniences—including Knapp
Hardware—have been closed, which
resident Karyl Hall speculates is in part
due to high taxes placed on shops.
“Rents are so high that few ‘regular’ stores can survive,” Hall says.
But Hall also expresses that tourists and residents can co-exist in the
space and mutually benefit from one
another’s experiences.
“Both sides in the end acknowledge that they need each other,” Hall
adds. “Tourists don’t come to Carmel
to see a bunch of t-shirt shops. They
come for the charm, ambiance and
beauty of a village that is unique in the
U.S.”
In essence, the attraction of tourists to the city comes from the same
sources that make it an ideal retirement
community.

What are the benefits of living in
Carmel-by-the-Sea?
Judy Furman
“Carmel may be small, but it is also
sophisticated and full of interesting
people who have led great lives.”

Bill Eggleston
“We live in a town where places we
need to go are in walking distance.
However, a lot of the city has also
been subject to changing aspects of
the town for the sake of tourists.”

Karyl Hall
“We have a community that is
culturally rich, with a wonderful live
theater and plenty of opportunity
for life enrichment.”
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Roundabout needed at dangerous Carmel Valley intersection
BY PRISCILLA CABALLERO

Within Carmel Valley
lies the familiar intersection
at Carmel Valley Road and
Laureles Grade, which sees
dangerous traffic from all
angles.
For as long as community members can remember,
despite past collisions, drivers coming down the grade
have been yielding to the same stop sign, waiting their
turn to dodge the high-speed traffic coming from west
and east down Carmel Valley Road. In the past two
years, there were a total of five collisions near Laureles
Grade along with one fatal collision.
Although Carmel Valley only has an estimated
population of 6,057, according to the Census Bureau,
five collisions in the past two years is something to take
into consideration, as these tragedies could have been
avoided if a better traffic system were implemented.
Now is the time for a change, such as a roundabout or traffic signal. If either one of these changes
were taken into consideration, it would prevent reckless driving, save time, prevent car accidents and, most
importantly, save lives.
Studies from the California State Highway System
for Roundabouts show that roundabouts are a safe option and reduce total collisions by 59 percent, meaning
that it would be an optimal choice for Carmel Valley
Road.
“Roundabouts are proven to be more effective by
reducing injury collisions by 60 percent to 87 percent,
total collisions by 37 percent and fatal collisions by 90
percent,” the U.S Department of Transportation says.

It is necessary to have safety come first before anything and protect the people of our community from
obstacles with clear solutions.
The three-way traffic that occurs now also makes
it difficult for drivers to see over the hills. For example, coming from the west side of Carmel Valley Road,
there is a sharp turn along with cars coming rapidly
from Laureles Grade. The cars merge into the intersection, but often collisions occur because there isn’t
a clear vision of the road in either day or night when
coming from the east.
Additionally, it becomes time consuming and the
stop sign has not been a big help over the years, considering fatalities that have occurred in the past.
One fatality in particular was a 26-year-old motorcyclist who died in 2014 after he crashed his motor-

cycle on Laureles Grade near Carmel Valley Road and
collided with an oncoming Mini Cooper, according to
the California Highway Patrol.
Raul Martinez, assistant transportation engineer
from the Carmel Valley Road Advisory, notes that the
Carmel Valley Community Club is in the works of putting together requests for a proposal of a roundabout
for the intersection.
Apparently, the Carmel Valley Community Club
and others are concerned the intersection is a danger,
and the community is in the preliminary phases of the
roundabout approval, which has been discussed since
December. The committee will hopefully have enough
money to proceed.

photo by PRISCILLA CABALLERO

The intersection of Laureles Grade with Carmel Valley Road is a prime location for frustrated drivers and
potential accidents.
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Local skater handles stress of upstart business 24 Hours

“I’m an average person,” Eady stresses. “When it
comes down to it, we’re no different. We’re all human.”
24 Hours is a local business started by 20-year24 Hours also promotes thinking outside the box,
old Hypex Eady, a Monterey Peninsula skater and enand in the last three years has explored the themes of
trepreneur. The site, 24hoursworldentertainment.com,
art, music and photography.
currently features cloth“It’s basically my viing, skateboards and other
sion,” Eady says. “It’s about
merchandise.
what I see every day, but
Eady began the busithrough my eyes, through a
ness in 2015, showcaslense.”
ing videos on YouTube of
Through Eady’s vidskaters filmed in various
eos and blog, viewers get a
spots around the Monsense of his lifestyle, includterey Peninsula, including
ing parties and skating. Eady
at Cal State University at
also shows obstacles he
Monterey Bay and the
faces, including the frustraMonterey skate park. The
tion that comes with trying a
videos helped Eady and
skate trick and failing, along
his project gain a moderate
with injuries and obstacles
online following of 400
within a skater lifestyle.
Instagram followers and
“It gets hard some230 YouTube subscribers,
times,” comments Eady, rewhich in turn led to his deferring to the stress of runsigning of stickers, shirts
ning his business. “I always
and skateboards.
keep in the back of my mind
“24 Hours is everythat it’s worth it.”
thing to me,” says Eady,
Though Eady is young,
site creator and sole manhe hopes to quit his day job
ager of the business. “I
and pursue running 24 Hours
photo by ANTHONY HERNANDEZ
don’t like to call it a colfull-time. Despite the diffilective or brand because Hypex Eady hard at work creating new designs for his self-run website, 24 Hours.
culties that come with runit’s more than that.”
ning a business at his age,
24 Hours first launched the website in February,
The designer says that his philosophy is one of Eady believes that it will pay off. In time, he intends to
showcasing local models sporting the t-shirts Eady de- hard work, individuality and authenticity, and that pas- give back to the community by sponsoring local skaters
signed. The shop has sold approximately 400 pieces of sion is the most important part of his project. He also and hosting events to promote his brand.
merchandise and is currently out of stock on all apparel. notes that his vision is to show people that they, too,
The brand strives for creativity over a quick buck, can create a homegrown business like 24 Hours.
BY ARCHER MICHAELS

according to Eady, who reveals he hopes to make a
statement and a change, rather than making something
cheap and inauthentic.
“I’d rather contribute than consume,” Eady says
about his vision.
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Theater takes on Christie classic with a few twists

DRAMA

to taking up the double-ending challenge.
“It is interesting,” Schoell points out. “It felt
CHS drama is taking on a new chaloff in the modern time because we’ve gotten past
lenge in the form of the Agatha Christie
that stage where we need to adjust a show to be
classic “And Then There Were None,” and
happy. We can go back to the darker themes now.”
this generation of drama students hopes to
Poletti has never done a play like “And Then
bring its rich story to life right on stage in
There Were None,” but she will have the help of
front of the community.
veteran actors, such as senior Quinn Spooner,
The mystery-drama is based on the
who has been involved in eight plays and will
well-known novel, which sold over 100
be playing the part of Sir Justice Lawrence Warmillion copies en route to becoming one
graves.
of the best-selling novels of all time. The
Spooner is accompanied by fellow senior
play centers on 10 characters from different
Bryce Hodges, a new student to Carmel High,
backgrounds that meet on an island seemacting the part of Dr. Armstrong who hails from
ingly for different reasons; unknown to
a mysterious past that will be exposed more
them, though, they all share similar secrets.
throughout the play.
When they begin to die one by one, the un“I’ve been in a lot [of plays], more to count,”
lucky characters start to question which of
Hodges says. “I’ve done plays at the community
them is the killer.
theater, and in middle school and parts of high
Drama teacher Gracie Poletti has dischool.”
rected seven plays at CHS since last year
Mia Poletti, daughter of the director, is a
and 15 with other production companies
sophomore and has participated in three plays
before that. The intrigue of this show has
while at CHS and many more before that, reachled Poletti to take an unorthodox route in
ing a total of nearly 20.
producing this drama.
“[I play] Ethel Rogers, and she is the main
“There are two separate endings: One
housekeeper/cook at the Highland,” Mia Poletti
was sort of the original and came out in the
says.
1940, but was too depressing,” Poletti ex“And Then There Were None” will debut
plains. “So [Christie] wrote a slightly light- photo by GABE MARTIN
March 16 at 7 p.m., and following shows will
er ending, and people could leave going,
take place on March 17 and March 22-24 in the
‘Okay….’ We couldn’t decide which ending Senior Nate Carlson tries on a costume while sophomore Yvonne DiGi- center for the performing arts. Admission to the
we wanted to do so we’re doing both on al- rolamo advises during a fitting for And Then There Were None.
play will be $13 for adults, $10 for students and
Junior Terran Schoell plays Captain Lombard,
ternating nights.”
$7 for students with an ASB stamp.
who
offers
comic
relief
throughout
the
play
with
his
Poletti herself isn’t sure yet which night will feaAdditional information can be found on the CHS
ture which conclusion, a relief to those worrying about sharp wit and dashing good looks. Schoell, who has website calendar.
been in about seven different plays, is looking forward
their friends spoiling the ending.
BY GABE MARTIN
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Q & A Q & A Q & A Q & A Q & A
Q U E S T I O N S
1. What is your favorite lunch food?
2. What is your favorite kind of weather?
3. Is water wet?
4. Favorite sci-fi movie?
5. What is the best way to spend a passing period?

Noah Gorman
senior

Mackenzie Keller
sophomore

1. pizza, easy
2. cold, but not rainy
3. I think it’s wet, just because
I couldn’t imagine it being
anything else.

1. burgers

1. pizza
2. all of it
3. Yeah?
4. “Back to the Future”
5. outside

1. mac and cheese
2. overcast
3. No, it’s not.
4. “Star Treck” (2009)
5. walk to class

2. hot and humid
3. No.
4. “Star Wars”
5. talk to your friends and

4. “Blade Runner”
5. I usually just go to the next

Alex Roden
senior

Eric Haase
junior

listen to music

class that I have. I eat too.

Poletti’s Puzzle

DOWN

XXX

XXX

6

13

XXX

14

15

XXX

16

17

XXX

XXX

18

20

21

XXX

1

2

3

4

5

12

7

8

9

XXX

19

XXX

23

XXX

XXX

24

XXX

26

27

XXX

28

XXX

32

33

XXX

34

36

37

XXX

38

41

XXX

42

46

XXX

47

XXX

XXX

31
35

XXX

XXX

39

XXX

40

43

44

XXX

XXX

48

ACROSS

1. A place to remember
6. Only one of actress McDormand?
12. Title shared by a Martin Luther King and a Ken
Griffey
14. Carmel point guard J.T. and family
15. Last night, in Tijuana
16. Existential question answered by Dr. Seuss?
17. Fictional daredevil Cage
18. The beginning of an exit sign?
19. Needle used on meat and fat
22. Remove from the 40-man roster, abbr.
23. Lennon’s muse
24. Middle Eastern rice dish
26. Things causing ex-cons to get rearrested, abbr.

45

10

11

XXX

22

25

XXX

XXX

29

30

XXX

XXX

28. Faking, as a car accident
31. Big Londoner
32. Technetium, on a table
34. Something heard in a cave
35. Stat for going nine innings, abbr.
36. “Street Fighter” protagonist
38. Opposite of afar
39. Comedian Burnham
40. Desist’s companion
42. HBO series “_____ Detective”
43. Big Sur hangout for teens, with “the”
45. We’re in the common one, currently
47. Nine digits for a US Citizen, abbr.
48. Repetitive sound resulting from a leak

1. Greek who competed with Odysseus in “The Iliad”
2. Ravenclaw student who marries
Rolf Scamander in the “Harry Potter” extended universe
3. Soon; when repeated, a “Henry
IV” quote
4. What follows a rap, sometimes
5. Aahed’s partner
6. Agency that has been attacked
by the Trump administration
7. Former Sandpiper staff member
Lin, e.g.
8. A narc, perhaps
9. Those who protect the Virginia
War Museum
10. Big follower of “O”
11. Carlisle Cullen’s wife in the
“Twilight” series
13. Notes after di in a chromatic
scale
20. The site of many a CHS summer internship
21. Hindu scripture, informally
25. Lang, Superman’s first love
27. Actress who is required by
California law to receive an Oscar
nomination, according to Jared
Leto
29. Youtube channel affiliated with
RoosterTeeth, without the vulgarity?
30. Carmel’s Becca, who won best
overall witness at the 2016 Mock
Trial World Championship
31. Clothing store Maxazria
33. Goodbye, in an informal text
37. Name needed for a login
40. Hollywood visual effects, abbr.
41. MiLB’s SeaWolves, on a scoreboard
44. One of four on a Monopoly
board, abbr.
46. Environmental Science or Calculus AB, for example
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Fall Out Boy fuses pop-punk with
their flagship sound on ‘Mania’
BY KYLIE YEATMAN

Bordering on the pop-punk appeal and clever
lyricism that helped them gain momentum over a
decade ago while simultaneously venturing closer
to the punching, more synthesized sound that has
taken much of the rock scene by storm in the last
few years, Fall Out Boy have managed to craft the
strongest of their three post-hiatus albums with
“MANIA.”
The album features the fundamentals that longtime fans have come to
expect from the group, including bassist Pete Wentz’s poignant lyricism
and lead vocalist Patrick Stump’s acclaimed vocal performances. And despite the modern flair, the group manages to still sound like a true band
thanks to drummer Andy Hurley and lead guitarist Joe Trohman, a transition made less smoothly by bigger acts like Maroon 5.
Though the lead single “Young & Menace” proved polarizing among
critics, the key tracks are found on the track listing, as opposed to the major releases. “Stay Frosty Royal Milk Tea,” the song that 2015’s release
“American Beauty/American Psycho” threatened, but never quite reached,
is one of the group’s best post-hiatus tracks.
The first half of the album has been almost universally declared as the
weaker half, containing the cod reggae track “Hold Me Tight Or Don’t,” a
song which parallels their previous releases “Centuries” in terms of trendhopping, but contains too strong of a reggae push to work for a group like
Fall Out Boy.
Two tracks parallel one another on the album’s second half, those being “Heaven’s Gate” and “Church,” which stray away from the dance beats
and flashing lights, instead playing on some of the groups more subdued
tracks while containing some of the albums strongest imagery, a virtue that
Wentz has brought onto the bulk of Fall Out Boy releases.
The most divisive element of “MANIA” stems from the common issue that many had with the group in their early days, that being of their
overtly ‘emo’ lyricism and sounds. When mixed with a modern synthesized sound and a dancehall beat, these lyrics only become more glaring.
Case in point: Stump singing “I’ll stop wearing black when they make a
darker color” over a dancehall backing fit for a Panic! At The Disco b-side
much better than a Fall Out Boy album.
This lyricism, however, is what made Fall Out Boy stand out in 2005,
and it’s what still helps the group stand out in the current rock scene, even
without the excessively long titles or punching guitars. The personality
behind Fall Out Boy, something that’s made them a far more accessible
group than others in their field, is not lost in a sea of tropical beats.
For this reason, some of the harder-to-forgive choices on singles
like “Young and Menace” are easier to swallow when accompanied with
Stump’s vocal stylings and Wentz’s clever lines—long-term fans of the
group will be capable of seeing past the album’s weaker moments in order
to indulge in some nostalgia, while still experiencing a new sound for the
group.
3.5/5
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Peter’s Picks: ‘Martian’ author
slumps; true mystery redeems
BY PETER ELLISON

“Killers of the Flower Moon”
by David Grann

“Artemis” by Andy Weir

The second book by Andy Weir,
author of “The Martian,” from Penguin
Random House continues his unique
style of telling scientific thrillers in the
not-so-distant future.
Jazz Bashara is part-time porter,
part-time smuggler in the small lunar
city of Artemis. Her unending pursuit
of money pulls her into a war between
corporations that puts her life and the
freedom of Artemis at risk.
Unfortunately, this novel is a disappointment. Having loved Weir’s
previous work, I was looking forward
to reading this one and expected good
things, but as I got into “Artemis,” I
quickly realized it lacked the depth, but
kept the gimmicks of “The Martian.”
Where “Artemis” disappoints
most is in the main character. Jazz is
constantly joking, but she isn’t particularly interesting or meaningful. All she
wants is another dollar and is a criminal
out of sheer laziness. Her main character traits are exceptional talent and
intellect, but never the motivation to
actually use them. To contrast this with
Weir’s debut bestseller, Mark Watney
is a wisecracking scientist who fights
for survival on an empty and treacherous planet. He’s a character that the
reader can root for and care about,
while Jazz inspires nothing but apathy.
The fatal flaw in Jazz is her lack
of a character arc. She starts as a lazy
criminal looking for a quick buck and
ends as a lazy criminal looking for a
quick buck. This lack of growth creates
a character that, ultimately, isn’t fun
to read about or root for. It feels good
when characters grow and become better, but Jazz never does this.
“Artemis” is a near miss. I will
definitely continue to read what Andy
Weir puts out because I believe he
could be a good author. He just needs
more time to get there.

This 300-page nonfiction investigation from Random House looks
into the Osage Murders of the 1920s,
revealing a hidden story of greed and
cruelty and how this case helped create
the FBI.
In the 1920s, rich stores of oil
made the Osage clan of Native Americans some of the wealthiest people in
the world. David Grann follows Mollie
Burkhart, an Osage woman, as her life
is torn apart by a conspiracy to steal
the Osages’ wealth. Grann also follows
Tom White, former Texas Ranger, as
he works for the new Federal Bureau
of Investigation to discover the truth.
“Killers of the Flower Moon” is
a terrifying true story of the American West. It lays bare the secrets of
the Reign of Terror that came upon the
Osage Indians, a time where dozens
were poisoned, shot or, in one instance,
blown up. “Killers” engagingly lays
out the story, but the factual account is
never compromised by sensationalism.
Grann beautifully walks the line between storytelling and journalism that
makes it a great read.
What truly sets this book apart is
that Grann not only retells the investigation central to the plot, but actually
expands upon it. The largely chronological account concludes with the
author’s own investigation during the
2000s, discovering a much larger conspiracy than the investigators in the
1920s exposed.
“Killers” does not gloss over the
dark nature of humanity revealed by its
story, but it is told with a mastery and
focus that makes it a great read.
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HOROSCOPES
Pisces: February 19 - March 19
You’re fragile. Like an egg. But just remember, Pisces, when someone breaks you, it’s up to you to
decide whether your scrambled, fried, made into
an omelet or sunny-side up. Something beautiful
can come from a little crack, you eggy child you.
Aries: March 20 - April 20
More like Aeries, am I right?! Take a break from
checking your grades every hour this month
and enjoy the simpler things in life, like visiting
an art gallery, lying in your bed or contemplating your entire existence. It’s the little things.
Taurus: April 21 - May 21
Do you ever feel like a plastic bag: Outright
banned by the city of Carmel? Worry not! You’re
reusable in the eyes of those who love you.
Gemini: May 22 - June 22
Next time that you find yourself in the middle of
a heated Internet debate this month, remember
the value of stepping outside and picking fights
with real-life strangers too. Cover all your bases.
Cancer: June 23 - July 23
Did you know that Cancers are called Cancerians?? I
recommend that you try something new this month—
like perhaps writing people’s horoscopes—so you
can find out fascinating information of this nature.
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STUDENTS

Grace Niccum wins prestigious 3M scholarship
benefiting personal goals and classmates
BY BECCA GOREN

College-bound Carmel High School senior Grace
Niccum was one of two students chosen by the Monterey Peninsula College English Department to be
awarded $3,500 for her own college fund and an additional $9,000 for the CHS Scholarship Fund.
To win the 23rd annual 3M Scholarship, Niccum
answered the following prompt: “What do you see as
business’ greatest role in driving positive impact on society?” in 5,000 characters. Niccum focused on the idea
of businesses informing the community on local issues
and providing the community with support.
Along with the recognition and monetary award,
Niccum was given special access to the 2018 AT&T
Pebble Beach Pro-Am on Feb. 7 and the chance to mingle with the celebrity attendees.
This is the second consecutive year a CHS senior
has won the prestigious scholarship competition, with
Niccum following 2017 graduate Connor Suess, who
now attends the Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland.

Memes

Leo: July 24 - August 24
Some of the most notable Leos in history: Geng- Selected by ATHENA FOSLER-BRAZIL and MILES PREKOSKI
his Khan, Barack Obama, Lil Pump, Barney the
Dinosaur. Pop culture icons, all of them. Do your
best to model yourself after one of these people/dinosaurs/SoundCloud rappers this month.
Virgo: August 24 - September 22
You may not be aware of this, and I’m not going to say anything specifically, but just a little
nugget of advice: Observe how everybody else
in the world walks, and try replicating it the best
you can. We’re leaving bowleggedness in 2017.
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created by COLE SAWYER, @memes_n_dreams.

Libra: September 23 - October 22
Dude, why are you still hanging out with people
you don’t like? Unless you can give us a reason
that proves beyond a reasonable doubt that these
people are beneficial in your life, we’re gonna have
to ask you to ditch ‘em. Now. We on the same page?

of
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March
The “Sacred Texts” Meme:

It features Mark Hamill as
Luke Skywalker lamenting the
loss of the sacred Jedi texts,
but the “Jedi texts” can be
replaced with any number of
amusing and witty captions.

The “FBI Man” Meme:

This meme originated after
rumors and stories circulated
regarding the Federal Bureau
of Investigation listening in
and watching citizens on their
laptops and computers.

Scorpio: October 23 - November 21
Leonardo DiCaprio is a Scorpio. Go live the rest of
your life proudly knowing that. That’s all for now.
There’s not much more to say. Onward and upward.
Sagittarius: November 22 - December 21
For some weird reason, you seem incapable of
being unhip, you know? Like, you could wear a
tight sequin dress with Crocs and be just killing
the game. Congrats on that. People hate you because of that. Don’t go flaunting it. And maybe
apologize to those you have deliberately strutted your stuff in front of in said sequin dress.
Capricorn: December 22 - January 19
There’s a road in Carmel named Inspiration
Road. Get your butt over there. We’re getting
the sense that you need some good ol’ Carmelby-the-Sea motivational roads. Or maybe you
just need to, like, go to a city that isn’t overcompensating by naming their roads “Inspiration.”
Aquarius: January 20 - February 19
Aquarius sounds like aquarium which sounds like
barium. Barium is never found in nature as a free
element because of its high reactivity. Maybe if
you take a chill pill this month and stop being so

By Oliver Fredericksen
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